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Message From CSS Sangha Leader 
Dear dharma brothers and sisters, 

Welcome to our first newsletter of the Temporary Monks and Nuns.  
We are trying something new this year. We hope this newsletter will be a source of 
inspiration and make a difference in your life. 

What is the spirit of the Altruistic Temporary Home-Leaving (XGVT)? Why do over 
200 people like you and me take 14 days of their life in becoming temporary novice 
monks/nuns every year? 

We will share with you stories, experiences directly from those who have done it 
before and are in the process. I believe that each will touch our hearts, give us a 
sense of purpose bigger than our small self.  And you, can also be part of it. 

This is an open book; we will offer the philosophy and teachings exclusive to the (XGVT) program. You can 
follow their journey from now to the end of the year. You can join our weekly meditation and local trainings 
without being committed to become a sangha member.  

Our wish is that one day we assemble a sangha of 1000 temporary monks/nuns. Why 1000? Because it’s a 
beautiful, a rounded number ☺ We strongly believe in how much impact it would do to the community. 1000 
laymen and laywomen like you and me from different backgrounds, dedicate up to 14 days to a monastic, 
spiritual lifestyle for the sake of others.  

Welcome to the journey of this bodhisattva path! 

Khai Nghiêm 
CSS Sangha Leader 

Bodhisattva Family
July 1, 2022 Newsletter
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Spiritual Calls

h t t p : / w w w . t h e - t h o u s a n d . c o m

XGVT Regional 
Coordinators 

1- California - Orange County 
    Email: xgvt@compassheart.com 

2- San Jose:   
     Email: cvu3001@gmail.com 

3- San Diego:  
     Email: Cuchtnguyen@gmail.com 

4- VA-East Coast 
     doanha.va@gmail.com 

5- Houston, TX   
     Email: phuong.anh@compassheart.com 

6- Dallas, TX  
     Email: matophuong@gmail.com 
    
7- Montreal, Canada  
     Email: Bachnguyen@videotron.ca 

8- Hamburg, Germany  
     Email: Tinaletruong@googlemail.com 
     OR 
     thixuanhang.duong@gmail.com 

It’s just the beginning of July, but we have already heard in our hearts 
the echoes of the calls from the serene Pine Summit and from the 
wonderful December Mandala Dharma Assembly.  Have you heard 
their invitations yet?  Perhaps you have, more or less, because those 
spiritual calls are very subtle and silent, yet always stay in our deep 
consciousness.  Those calls might have begun from the days long ago, 
in Buddha’s footsteps on the dharma propagation path.   

Those calls are like praises of the Bodhisattvas when they see that 
vows for altruistic services have not been forgotten with time, nor 
obstructed in the mundane life full of entanglements, suffering, and self-
interests.  Those calls are like our sick and miserable loved ones’ 
prayers for help and healing.  Those calls also connect people from all 
over the world to assemble and form a sangha; our motivation is 
bringing happiness to others, and the concentration power is the 
foundation of our cultivation.  Those calls sound like the noble 
affirmations that activate our Bodhi mind and transform our egocentric 
consciousness to altruistic:  

Let’s answer those spiritual calls by registering online to participate in 
this year ’s Altruistic Home-Leaving (XGVT) http:/www.the-
thousand.com 

“May I always be the Dharma vessel, the force of goodness, 

the force of healing, and the force of transformation”

THE SANGHA 2022 WILL TAKE PLACE ON NOVEMBER 26 TO 
DECEMBER 5TH AT PINE SUMMIT CAMP 

THE TRAINING PROGRAM OF XGVT WILL START ON JULY 10  
TO NOVEMBER 13, 2022

Thân Hỹ Trường
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XGVT OUTREACH

understand the dharma. Cultivators will also learn 
how to emanate the light of the Buddha nature to 
everyone so they can dispel darkness and 
suffering, especially during the pandemic. As the 
result, the XGVT Outreach group has been 
formed.  

We fervently hope that you, your family, and 
friends will support our XGVT Outreach group 
and show your love and care to everyone in your 
communities and elsewhere. Anyone facing 
difficulties, obstacles in life or health and unable 
to participate in the XGVT sangha, provide 

empathy for them and the 
XGVT Outreach group will 
help them feel our love and 
M a s t e r H a n g T r u o n g ’ s 
compassion for them. Please 
help them feel supported on 
their spiritual, emotional, 
mental, and heart opening 
journey. Helping those that 
need it believe that their 
limitless power of love will 
touch the Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas, and eventually 
their situation will improve and 

allow them to participate in the XGVT sangha.  
  
PLEASE JOIN OUR NEWLY FORMED XGVT 
OUTREACH GROUP AND HELP US ACHIEVE OUR 
MISSION TO SUPPORT THE 2022 XGVT. 

With deep gratitude, 

The XGVT Outreach Group.

Life’s journey is difficult and procuring the correct 
knowledge, support, and love is integral to our 
survival. It is the goal of Outreach Group for 
Altruistic Retreat (XGVT- Xuất Gia Vị Tha) to help 
people open their hearts, minds, and develop an 
ethos of helping others. This new group was 
formed by our Compassionate Service Society 
(CSS) this year to aid participants attain their 
goals of altruism and participate in our annual 
Altruistic Retreat to connect our network of affinity 
with the web of light of the Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas. 
 
Head shaving is no longer 
perceived as an “exchange” for 
our prayers to come true, but 
instead a manifestation of the 
love for the people we volunteer 
to go to retreat and this love has 
touched the hearts of the 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas so 
much that they help us fulfill our 
wishes for our loved ones. 
Altruistic Retreat is not to sow 
seeds for future monk-hood or to 
achieve a supernatural state, but 
with each XGVT session we 
emphasize the importance of physical/ mental 
health & holistic spiritual cultivation. Experiencing 
a synergy of collective love in actions and words 
of our sangha members is the goal of our retreat. 
Gaining maturity through the entire spiritual 
spectrum, elevate our vision, recognize altruistic 
of a bodhisattva is to always bring peace and 
happiness to all living beings. 

The XGVT retreat will guide cultivators in doing 
good deeds, developing skillful means in self- 
practice, as well as in helping others to better
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“When did you first leave home to become a temporary monk?” 

“ I was very active and fearless as a boy. At age 18, I went swimming in the rough sea, arrogant of my 
youth and strength. When the waves turned tempestuous, they pulled me further out in spite of my effort 
to swim ashore. Exhausted, I thought I would die for sure. Just before passing out, I remembered what my 
mom taught me and could only think, “Please Kuan Yin, save me!” When I came to, I found myself lying 
on the beach, unharmed. At that time, I assumed I was just lucky, not thinking at all about spiritual 
cultivation. Besides, I didn’t know any Buddhist master to ask for guidance. 

Then I came to the US and eventually got married. My wife often went to 
Master Hang Truong’s dharma lectures. She kept urging me to go with her. 
One day, I wanted to please her, so after taking our son to the dentist, I 
stopped by the place where Master was giving a lecture. Everyone was 
listening to Master attentively and appreciatively. However, it sounded all 
Greek to me. I couldn’t understand anything, but I stayed on. 

Toward the end of the lecture, Khai Nghiem stood up to tell the story of 
dharma sister Lan Huong in OC. She was very ill, living alone, and in her 
condition, was unable to take care of her young child. So Khai Nghiem 
appealed to everyone to leave home temporarily and join the sangha to pray 
for her speedy recovery.  At that moment, I looked at our son and thought, 
what would happen if I were in the same situation as Lan Huong? 

Suddenly my heart was filled with love for my wife and son, and also for Lan Huong, although I had never 
met her. I kept thinking about her situation. I tossed and turned all week long. Finally, I decided to ask my 
wife to let me become a temporary monk to pray for Lan Huong. My wife was quite surprised, but very 
happy. After that, I had a talk with Master Hang Truong. I said, “Though I don’t understand your dharma 
lectures, I respectfully ask you to accept me to the sangha.” Master Hang Truong laughed and 
encouraged me. Since then, I’ve been closely connected with CSS, the Compassionate Service Society” 

A story from dharma brother Thân Khai Thông Phát

A TALK WITH TEMPORARY MONK - NUN

Compassionate Service Society 
420 S. Brookhurst St.

Anaheim, CA 92804

Email: xgvt@compassheart.com 
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